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Hollywood Hotel:
A Luxurious Getaway
at an Awesome Price
When taking a trip to Southern
California, whether it is a quick
couple’s getaway or a family vacation,
Hollywood Hotel is the best choice.
It offers excellent food, accessibility
to sights, as well as packages that
include visits to tourist spots and
shows about town.
Hollywood Hotel can also be a
welcome refuge after a day of walking
under the scorching heat of the sun—
an oasis for people who want just to
kick back and relax. But, are these
enough to make one book a stay in
Hollywood Hotel? Read on to see why
this place is worth exploring!
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Get Away to a Getaway

The hotel is known for its accessibility to sights. Located
conveniently on Vermont Street, Hollywood Hotel is within walking distance from renowned landmarks such as
the Hollywood Walk of Fame, Grauman’s Chinese Theater,
and the famed Melrose Avenue. Walk a little further, and
the avid shopper will hit the infamous Rodeo Drive and
Farmer’s Market. Moreover, The Grove, which features a
mix of upscale and retail shops and is a favorite celebrity
hangout, is mere minutes away.

Whether you’ve come for a weekend away from the usual
hustle and bustle of your life or you have a few hours to
spare away from the family, Hollywood Hotel is the place
to go. Located within minutes of the famous Bliss Day
Spa, you can book your day with them and take a leisurely stroll to their clinic. There are other relaxing spas in
the area, which you can arrange with a quick call to the
concierge. Well-appointed tennis courts and a fabulous
sparkling pool are on the premises as well.

There’s also the subway, which will take you to Los Angeles Zoo, Greek Theater, the Hollywood sign, and Griffith
Park Observatory. If you’re Interested in hiking, the hotel
is close by The Mount Hollywood Trail, The Canyon Boulevard Trail, and The Cahuenga Peak Hike, all of which
give a spectacular view of the city.

Every area is Instagram-worthy, and you can upload pictures of your fantastic Southern California vacation right
away with the help of free WiFi, or have a trusted companion in the blink, the affordable mobile internet access
which you can rent at the lobby and is available poolside.
Lounge by the pool and take in the California sun and
wash your troubles away. Now, that is a getaway.

LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE
Hollywood Hotel is one legitimate center for entertainment. One can begin the night with a visit to the hotel’s
own 1160 Bar, where patrons can enjoy great music,
comedy or cabaret, all without a cover charge. You can
hit such famed hotspots as The Roxy and Dresden Club
where one can dance up a storm. If humor is everything
to you, The Comedy Club at Hollywood Hotel is where all
up-and-coming comic guys and gals hit the boards.
On the one hand, if concerts and theater appeal more to
your personality, the hotel is just a short ride away from
theaters like El Capitan, Los Angeles Opera, the Walt Disney Concert Hall and Orpheum Theater, where the latest
run of famous plays are on. There’s whatever you feel like
capping your marvelous night!

LOVE THE NIGHTLIFE

HISTORY
Hollywood Hotel was established in 1903 to welcome stars from
silent movies. History tells Rudolph Valentino lived, married and
honeymooned at this exact location. Since its relocation in 1964, its
walls continue to witness the arrival of future comedy stars through
its Comedy Club, considered as an entertainment center in West
Hollywood.
It has served as a backdrop to a lot of movies and television shows,
as well as commercials over the years. For anyone who’s interested
in old Hollywood or in seeing where comics like Kristen Wiig or John
Krasinski got their start, this is the hotel to be.

M A G A Z I N E

Hollywood Hotel is not just for those looking for night entertainment. Because of its convenient location, the hotel
is within a reasonable distance from Universal Studios,
Warner Brothers Studios, and Six Flags. Furthermore,
Hollywood Hotel goes a step further by not only having
packages that put together an unforgettable stay in this
stunning hotel but also value tickets that give you one- or
two-day admission to parks, and even let you go to the
front of the line at the rides.
Your family can get on a tour of the surrounding area, and
it’s an exciting thing to experience as you never know if
you’ll run into some celebrities and find out where they
live! Also, take note that shopping in the area is not just
for mom and dad. There are children’s stores near the
Grauman’s Chinese Theater, and kids can go to American
Girl Place in The Grove, too!
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Great Food and More
As part of your accommodation, you get a scrumptious buffet
breakfast. Not only is the spread comprehensive as you can
request the hotel’s chefs to prepare your meal according to
your needs and preferences. While the original dining spot is
under renovation, good food is not in shortage in and around
the area.
There’s Yamameshi, where you can have a taste of the exquisite Japanese cuisine and a spectacular view. There’s Musso
and Frank’s, too, near Sunset Boulevard to get you acquainted
with an 80-year-old institution in fine dining in Los Angeles.
House of Pies is but a stone’s throw away, while Flying Leap
Cafe can give you your daily caffeine dose. Plus, get to sit
down at Vermont for your elegant dining.
Adding to the grandiosity mentioned above are breathtaking
amenities like a gym with the latest Nautilus-brand machines
that can keep your heart pumping while you’re in this spectacular vacation hotspot. Of course, the rooms! They speak
of luxury, and cocoon you by keeping the noise out and the
relaxation in—you’ve got a winner.
It is also interesting to note that the hotel has staff members
who speak different languages—English, Spanish, Tagalog,
Russian, German, Farsi, and a lot more. That said, guaranteed
that each guest can feel at home while they’re away. They
are warm and friendly as well, and they offer a kind of service
that goes out of its way to make you feel comfortable. Now
doesn’t that sound great? With all that, you’d be right in thinking that the hotel gives you great value for money.
Curious about this paradise? Check out their website at www.
hollywoodhotel.net. Go ahead, book that vacation at the heart
of Hollywood and find out how Hollywood Hotel is a little
piece of heaven here on Earth.
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